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law libraries - running out the variables in case streams - which prepared me for,
everything. While thinking of her. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hs4RFEVLF2g
...now, don't you wish you would have been in Kim's 1987 Tax class?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHjWJnLL2C0&list=RDcHjWJnLL2C0&start_radio=1 Hard
copy available in the Law Faculty Libraries of University of Saskatchewan and
Western U.
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Lyndon Maither, B.Comm Kim once taught a tax course at a Cdn university. I was in
it. ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7OE6bDfM2M&t=4s ....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpwWhNznaFY This is more her book than mine: I
wouldn't have written it....https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oa9c9JBBGxM A casebased in-depth analysis of the Canadian Federal Income Taxation of Common-law
Private Trusts and Estates that evaluates 1350+ commonwealth tax cases to comment
on strengths and weaknesses in the law. I chose from the Commonwealth since they
all have to address the same issues with the English law and there is also so much
lacking in the Canadian environment: somewhere else you may find more eloquent
rationale... Circa 2012 and very verbose but if you analyze the field of case and
terms this is what you'll have as well. While the statute has changed here and
there, the foundation jurisprudence hasn't, in a slow moving landscape. In tax law
there exists the phrase "It goes without saying: check that it's still going."
Don't get lost, just check. Keep in mind that this jurisprudential "encyclopedia"
is 28 years old so some technicalities have been 'smoothed out": interpretive
leniency doesn't exist any more. Kim Scott Neufeld, CA explained to her 1987 Tax I
class at Concordia U that "Income tax is a law that applies to other law." Of
course, I memorized her syllables: she has my complete attention, as I came from,
in my opinion, the best. Exuding the most graceful natural wisdom that I've yet to
see again. This entire book measures where the ITA does or does not "meet up
properly" with the underlying legal environment of common-law (private) trusts and
estates. ("If it's possible in trust/estate law, HOPEFULLY, the ITA can capture
that instance.") In its entirety, it was grounded on Her model phrase. I spent
every effort to try to make it the VERY BEST (couldn't take 2nd place Kim, not
with your name, fairest of them all) in the market of..."editorial fluff"..what
you yourself could write if you just read the statute, but, a good book on the law
of tax must dwell on what Judges say since our Acts are always judged as they meet
our fact scenarios: that's how you focus on the statute for a richer appreciation
of "poetry" and "rhythm". I strove to talk about what the others didn't expand on:
and I read "everything" to do so. (I aimed to "Make it so, that there are almost
no unanswered questions." because chances are there is a case that speaks about
the issues, even if you haven't found it yet.) This is a case-book: "You think
what you want: this is how Judges have seen it, and they're those who determine
the issues." While this is now a bit out of date - circa 2012 - I hope you can
always remember that phrase of Kim's...and maybe go "camp-out" in law libraries to
"live on your own frontiers, where your Universe is evolving", and write your own:
this took me 5-6 years to write starting from scratch, with no great aptitude,
"vacuuming" the Chancellor Day Hall Library, save for being in love: hopefully it
will take you less than a year to fathom out the streams of juris. to see how
legal thought IS on this environment. ...this is Ms. Kimberly E Neufeld CA's book.
I wouldn't have written it without meeting her. In April of 1987. I realized then
that I'd never see a woman more beautiful in the ways I "sense" women. Sharp
curious brain, great drive, assertiveness capable of defending herself...and dropdead good looks. More iconic in concept than Mary Tyler Moore. But what set the
hook in me about Kim is that with all of the previous, she never talked down to
me, from clear cosmopolitan sophistication, to a country bumpkin like me who in
'87 was just starting his study path. In fact, she only encouraged me, thru her
standards and her conduct, massively. I wanted to get to know Kim more, but she
was a teacher and I was a student, and that's the way things would remain:
appropriate. Wishing to please Kim, did cause me to live in the McGill Law
Library, and some in Ottawa [WHERE ALL THE GOOD BOOKS ARE] in writing this and the
one of mine on partnerships/joint ventures, looking for certainty. Kim went on
after Concordia to go through McGill Law where she was also an Editor of its Law
Journal and ended her legal career as a top attorney placement Director with
Mestel in NYC and across the USA. Not bad for a B.Comm Honours out of Winnipeg eh?
Who applied herself and stayed well above the muck. You're able to look Kim up on
LinkedIn, I haven't spoken with her in decades but as with everything I've done in
my life, this small book was always caused when I went looking for certainty in
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